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Company Profile
GYE LLP is a renowned product certification company operating 
under the prestigious Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS). With a rich 
legacy of ensuring quality and compliance, GYE LLP has been a 
trusted partner for businesses seeking certification and compliance 
with Indian standards. Our team of experienced professionals is 
dedicated to assisting manufacturers in obtaining the necessary 
certifications to meet the stringent requirements set by the BIS.

Since our establishment, GYE LLP has been instrumental in helping 
numerous businesses improve their product quality and gain 
market credibility. We understand the importance of ensuring that 
products meet the prescribed standards and regulations, not only 
for legal compliance but also to enhance customer trust and 
satisfaction.



GYE LLP, a Technical Consultant, has commenced operations 
and successfully contacted 5000 global businesses to obtain 
their licenses within the specified timeframe.

The industries we covered are as follows: 

Work History

✓ Textile Industries
✓ Glass Industries Civil Engineering
✓ Electronic and Information Technology
✓ Medical & Health Equipment
✓ Food and Agriculture
✓ Chemical Industries
✓ Plywood Industries



Mission & Vision

Vision Mission

Our vision is to be the leading authority in 
product compliance, setting industry 
standards and driving innovation in 
regulatory compliance services.

We envision a world where businesses 
seamlessly meet all necessary product 
compliance requirements, resulting in safe 
and reliable products for consumers.

Our mission is to ensure product 
compliance and safety for businesses 
and consumers alike.
We strive to be a trusted partner, 
providing comprehensive solutions and 
expert guidance to help companies 
navigate complex regulatory 
frameworks.
Through our diligent efforts, we aim to 
protect public health, promote ethical 
business practices, and foster 
consumer confidence in the products 
they use.



Our Services

Major Categories 

of our Services

Standardization 

and Certification

Laboratory 

Installation

Quality Management System 

Internal Quality 

Audit

Internal Quality 

Audit



Licence Certification & Registration

BIS Hallmark Licence

BIS ISI Mark Licence

Foreign Manufacturing 

Certification (FMCS)

Compulsory Registration 

Scheme (CRS)

WPC ETA Approvals 

Bureau of Energy Efficiency 

(BEE) Certification



Project Management

Our CRM System

We have implemented a state-of-the-art online Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) system that enables us to 
effectively track and manage daily project activities, ensuring 
timely completion and meeting lead time targets.

Our organization utilizes a sophisticated Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) online management system to 
meticulously monitor and track daily project activities, allowing 
us to optimize efficiency and achieve lead time objectives.



Operation Department

Gantt chart/time line

By leveraging our expertise and analyzing 
previous experiences, we meticulously prepare a 
Gantt chart that serves as a foundation for our 
project planning. Taking into account the unique 
characteristics of each product, we calculate 
tentative step-wise timings and develop a 
projected work plan.
Drawing upon our in-depth knowledge and past 
encounters, we utilize a combination of product-
specific insights and historical data to construct a 
comprehensive Gantt chart. This invaluable tool 
enables us to estimate timeframes for each step 
of the project and outline a well-defined plan of 
action.



Thank You
+91 9313058678, 9718925753

operations@gyellp.com

600, 6th Floor, Best Sky Tower, Netaji 
Subhash Place ( NSP), Pitam Pura, Delhi , 
Near NSP Metro Station

GYE LLP
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